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Abstract
Electrical recordings in humans and monkeys show attentional enhancement of evoked responses
and gamma synchrony in ventral stream cortical areas. Does this synchrony result from intrinsic
activity in visual cortex or from inputs from other structures? Using paired-recordings in the frontal
eye field (FEF) and area V4, we found that attention to a stimulus in their joint receptive field leads
to enhanced oscillatory coupling between the two areas, particularly at gamma frequencies. This
coupling appeared to be initiated by FEF and was time-shifted by about 8-13 ms across a range of
frequencies. Considering the expected conduction and synaptic delays between the areas, this time-
shifted coupling at gamma frequencies may optimize the postsynaptic impact of spikes from one area
upon the other, improving cross-area communication with attention.

A typical crowded scene contains many objects which cannot be processed simultaneously,
thus requiring attentional mechanisms to select the ones most relevant to behavior.
Electrophysiological studies in monkeys have shown that attention leads to enhanced responses
of neurons in ventral stream areas important for object recognition, at the expense of responses
to distracting stimuli (1). Moreover, attention increases neural synchrony, often in the gamma
frequency range (2-5). Given that cells have limited integration times, increases in synchrony
and firing rates may together have a larger impact on downstream neurons and thus increase
the effectiveness of behaviorally relevant stimuli (6,7). Areas in prefrontal (PFC) and parietal
cortex may be sources of the top-down attentional feedback to ventral stream areas, which
could enhance firing rates with attention (1,4,8). However, the mechanisms that cause increases
in neural synchrony with attention in visual cortex are unknown.

We investigated if FEF, an area within the PFC, is a source of enhanced neural synchrony
effects in area V4 during attention. The FEF has reciprocal connections with V4 (9-11) and
electrical stimulation of FEF enhances V4 neuronal responses to a stimulus in the receptive
field (RF) (12,13). We recorded spikes (multi-unit) and local field potentials (LFPs)
simultaneously from FEF and V4, in two monkeys trained in a covert attention task (Fig. 1A
(14)). One grating stimulus appeared inside the shared RF, and two others appeared outside.
Following a variable delay, the spot at fixation changed color (cue) to match the color of one
of the three gratings, indicating the target stimulus to be attended. The monkey was rewarded
for releasing a bar when the target stimulus changed color.
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We first verified that attention caused enhanced firing rates in FEF and V4. We recorded from
292 sites with visual responses in FEF and 262 sites in V4. The results were qualitatively similar
(and statistically significant) in both monkeys, and were therefore combined. Figure 1B and C
shows the average normalized response of the population of FEF and V4 neurons, respectively,
for conditions with overlapping RFs. Neuronal responses were significantly increased by
attention to the joint RF in both areas (average response 100-800 ms after cue onset; Wilcoxon
sign-rank test p < 0.001), and remained significantly enhanced until the end of the trial (average
response in a window 500 ms before the target's color change; Wilcoxon sign-rank test p <
0.001) (for distribution of attentional effects on firing rate, see S.O.M.).

Attentional effects on firing rates occurred significantly earlier in FEF than in V4 (at 80 ms
post-cue in FEF, 130 ms in V4, Fig 1B,C dashed lines; p = 0.017 two-sided permutation test
(see S.O.M.). The distribution of attentional latencies is shown separately for FEF and V4 in
Figure 1D and E, and was similarly shifted earlier for FEF (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.001)
(for a table of latency measurements, see Table S1).

We next used multi-taper spectral methods to calculate the coherence between spikes and LFPs
(14). Spike-field coherence in the gamma band significantly increased with attention within
each area (paired t-test, p < 0.001 in both areas; coherence averaged between 40-60 Hz),
whereas low frequencies were desynchronized (average coherence between 5-20 Hz: paired t-
test, p < 0.001 in both areas) (Figs. 2A-B). At the population level, gamma band coherence
increased by 14% in V4 (2,3,15) and by 22% in the FEF (for distributions of effects, see
S.O.M.).

If FEF is the source of enhanced synchrony in V4, the critical question is whether attention
increases coupled oscillations between the two areas. We found that the attentional effect on
gamma frequency spike-field coherence between areas was even larger than the effects within
areas (Fig. 2C and D). With attention, gamma coherence between V4 spikes and FEF LFPs
increased by 26% at the population level (paired t-test, p < 0.001) and that between FEF spikes
and V4 LFPs by 37% (paired t-test, p < 0.001), and remained enhanced through the end of the
trial (paired t-test, p < 0.001 for all pair types). All of these effects were highly dependent on
RF overlap at the locus of attention. For pairs of recordings with non-overlapping RFs,
coherence in the two attention conditions did not differ from that in the pre-stimulus period
(one way ANOVA, p = 0.86; Fig. 2F and S.O.M.).

Gamma frequency coherence between LFPs recorded across the two areas was enhanced 63%
by attention (Fig. 2E) (paired t-test, p < 0.001), and gamma coherence between spike trains
across areas was enhanced by 13% (paired t-test, p < 0.001). In general, spike-spike coherence
across electrodes is smaller than spike-field and field-field coherence for statistical reasons
(16). Another likely factor is that connections between FEF and V4 are patchy (9,10) and LFPs
sum signals over a wider area.

We considered whether the synchronous oscillations between V4 and FEF might have resulted
from a common oscillatory input, which would be expected to result in zero phase-lag
synchrony between the areas. To test for this, we computed the distribution of the coherence
phase shifts within and across areas. Within areas, the distribution of the average (between 40
and 60 Hz) relative phase between the two recorded signals (Fig. 3) had a median close to zero
(attend-in condition: Rayleigh test, FEF: p < 0.001, median = 7°; V4: p < 0.001, median =
-26°), corresponding to a time delay of 0.5-1.5 ms between spikes and the phase of maximum
depolarization in the LFP at 50 Hz (Fig. 3A). By contrast, the phase of spike-field coherence
across areas was shifted approximately half a gamma cycle (attend-in condition: Rayleigh test,
FEF spikes - V4 LFPs, p < 0.001, median phase = -142° (or 218°); V4 spikes - FEF LFPs, p <
0.001, median phase = 144° (or -216°)), corresponding to a time shift of ∼8 (or 12) ms (Fig.
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3A). Likewise, the median phase of spike-spike coherence pairs having a maximum gamma
coherence peak of at least 0.1 was about 120°, which corresponds to a time shift of 7 ms. Similar
results were found by comparing spike-triggered averages of the LFP within and across areas
(Fig. 3C-F).

Although the peak coherence and largest attentional effects were in the gamma range, there
was also coherence between FEF and V4 at other frequencies. We therefore tested whether the
phase relationship at these other frequencies followed a fixed time shift of ∼8-12 ms or a fixed
phase shift of half a cycle. The medians of the distributions for the gamma, beta and theta
frequencies (40-60 Hz median = -152°; 22 Hz median = -105°; 5 Hz median = 20°) correspond
to time delays of -8, -13 and 11 ms, or a relatively fixed time shift of 8-13 ms in either direction
rather than a fixed phase shift (Fig. 3B). A comparable (∼10 ms) delay has been found between
visual response latencies in anatomically connected areas along the ventral stream (for a review
see (17)), suggesting that conduction times and synaptic delays account for the 8-13 ms shift
in coupling.

The earlier latency of attentional effects on firing rates in FEF compared to V4 suggests that
FEF may initiate the coupled oscillations between the two areas. To further test this idea, we
used Granger causality analysis to test the relative strength of influence of V4 on FEF LFPs,
and vice versa (14). Granger causality values for gamma increased with attention for both
directions (paired t-test, p < 0.001 for both directions) and were significantly above chance
(FEF→V4 peak = 0.010 at 46 Hz, V4→FEF peak = 0.025 at 55 Hz, permutation test p < 0.001
(14)), indicating that gamma activity in each area has a significant causal influence on the other
area. However, the attentional effects on the Granger causality values appeared significantly
earlier in the FEF to V4 direction than the reverse direction (Fig. 4A and B, FEF to V4: 110
ms, V4 to FEF: 160 ms, two-sided permutation test p < 0.05), consistent with the idea that FEF
initiates the gamma frequency oscillations in V4. Interestingly, the causality relationship
reversed a short time later, with the Granger values becoming significantly larger in the V4 to
FEF direction around 300 ms after cue onset (average 400-1000 ms after cue onset, paired t-
test, p < 0.001). In fact, the Granger values in the FEF to V4 direction greatly diminished across
the trial.

We considered whether firing rate changes with attention in FEF preceded the attentional
effects on synchrony or vice versa. We used the Hilbert-Huang transform method (18) to
calculate instantaneous LFP power over time in FEF and V4 (Fig. 4C). At the population level,
significant attentional enhancement of gamma power in the LFP in FEF and V4 occurred at
120 ms and 100 ms, respectively (Fig 4D), which was not a significant difference (two-sided
permutation test, p = 0.84). To compare the relative latencies of attention effects on firing rate
and LFP gamma power we calculated the distribution of latencies for attentional effects across
all individual sites in the first 300 ms after cue onset. The distributions of attentional latencies
in LFP gamma power in both FEF and V4 were significantly later than the distribution of
latencies for attentional effects on firing rates in FEF (Wilcoxon rank-sum test p < 0.01 for
both comparisons) and significantly earlier than the distribution of latencies for attentional
effects on V4 firing rates (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, V4 LFP gamma power p < 0.05; FEF LFP
gamma power p < 0.001, Table S2) Together, these results indicate that significant attentional
effects on LFP gamma power in either area occur later than the earliest attentional effects on
firing rates in the FEF. Rather than being caused by enhanced gamma oscillations, increases
in firing rates in FEF with attention may initiate the coupled oscillations within and across
areas. By contrast, firing rate changes in area V4 occur later and might result at least in part
from enhanced gamma oscillations.

In summary, the results suggest that FEF is a major source of the attentional effects on gamma
frequency synchrony in V4, and likely other ventral stream areas. The Granger causality
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analyses suggest that top-down inputs from FEF to V4 predominate at the onset of spatially
directed attention, but the bottom-up inputs from V4 to FEF come to predominate over the
course of sustained attention. The coupled oscillations across areas are shifted in time by about
8-13 ms, which may be the optimal time shift to allow for spikes initiated in one area to affect
cells at a peak depolarization phase in the coupled area (17). Tight coupling between the inputs
and outputs of cells in V4 and FEF may also allow for enhanced spike timing-dependent
plasticity of the connections between the two areas (19), which might mediate learning effects
with attention. For distracting stimuli, or for sites with non-overlapping RFs, these coupled
oscillations are much smaller, which will reduce the impact of spikes in one area upon the
other. We do not suggest that the attentional effects on gamma synchrony and firing rates in
V4 are caused solely by inputs from FEF, as V4 receives inputs from several other structures
which have been implicated in attention (see (1)). However, these other inputs may also need
to be synchronized at compatible frequencies and with the appropriate time shifts to support
effective communication.

It has been suggested that low frequency synchronization (e.g. beta) is more suitable for long-
range or polysynaptic communication across distant brain areas, with gamma rhythms being
used for local computations (20). Although there is evidence for such low frequency long-
range synchronization (21-25), here, we show that two distant, but monosynaptically
connected, areas can be synchronized at gamma frequencies, which is probably not caused
simply by common input (see also (21)). Enhanced oscillatory coupling has now been reported
across several brain structures in monkeys (4,23,26) and other species (21,24,27) in association
with attention and other behaviors, at a variety of frequencies, and may therefore be a general
mechanism for regulating communication across brain structures (6,28).

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1.
(A) Illustration of behavioral task. Dashed and solid line rectangles indicate hypothetical
overlapping RFs for V4 and FEF sites, respectively. (B and C) Normalized firing rates
averaged across the population of cells in FEF and V4, respectively. Standard error of the mean
(±) at each time point is indicated by shading over the lines. Vertical dashed lines indicate
latency of attentional effects at the population level. (D) Distribution of attentional latencies
in the firing rates of FEF and V4 neurons. (E) Cumulative distribution of FEF and V4 latencies,
represented as a proportion of recordings in which latencies could be reliably estimated.
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Fig. 2.
Attentional enhancement of synchronization. (A-D) Spike-field coherence: (A) within FEF,
(B) within V4, (C) between spikes in FEF and LFPs in V4, and (D) between spikes in V4 and
LFPs in FEF. (E) LFP-LFP coherence between FEF and V4 sites. Conventions as in Fig. 1.
(F) Spike-LFP coherence between FEF spikes and V4 LFPs from recording sites with non-
overlapping RFs (i) with attention inside the V4 RF in post-stimulus period (red line), (ii) with
attention in right hemifield, outside both V4 and FEF RFs in the post-stimulus period (blue
line) and (iii) in pre-stimulus period with no stimuli except for fixation spot (black line). Tapers
providing an effective smoothing of ±10 Hz were used for spectral estimation of higher
frequencies (25-100 Hz, right part of each graph) and tapers providing smoothing of ±3Hz
were used for lower frequencies (<25 Hz, left part of each graph).
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Fig. 3.
Relative phase. (A) Distribution of average relative phase (40-60 Hz) between spikes and LFPs
within and across areas. (B) Distribution of relative phases between FEF and V4 LFPs at
different frequencies (40-60 Hz, 22 Hz, 5 Hz). All phases from condition with attention inside
the RF. (C-F) Spike triggered averages of LFPs filtered between 35 - 80 Hz with: (C) spikes
and LFPs from FEF, (D) spikes and LFPs from V4, (E) spikes from FEF and LFPs from V4,
and (F) spikes from V4 and LFPs from FEF. Conventions as in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4.
Time-Frequency synchrony measures and directional influences. (A and B) Population
average of normalized Granger causality values averaged between 40-60 Hz across all pair-
wise combinations of LFPs recorded in FEF and V4. Direction of influence indicated by arrows.
(C) Population averages of attentional effects (attention inside RF-attention outside RF) on
FEF and V4 power. (D) Normalized LFP gamma power in FEF and V4. Conventions as in Fig.
1.
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